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Destination/Place of Travel: Avalon Park & Preserve (Stony Brook, NY) 
Things that I am bringing with me:  

- My favorite Tote Bag (made with recycled material) 
- My favorite reusable light blue water bottle (holds up to 18 fl oz) 
- A few bags of sticky-rice chips (the Dang brand) 
- 1 pint of Ben & Jerry’s chocolate ice cream 
- 3 chocolate chip CLIF Bars 
- 5 medium-small reusable containers (to store & leftover of snacks + food waste) 
- CLOTHING: My wrap-around scarf shirt (made of 100% sustainable materials), 

PACT organic black leggings, my maroon sneakers (made from recycled plastic 
and donated cloth materials) 

- My 100% organic black umbrella (in case of rain) 
- A map of the entire park  
- A compass 

 
 
 
Once A Planned Destination, Now My Destiny 
A poem written by Lakshta Kundal 
 
    Midst the crispy autumn air and fresh tints of sunlight, 
    Lies my desire to explore the green  
    The desire pulls me from my cozy pillow light, 
    Towards the outdoors leading to a window of opportunity. 
 
    With me belongs many essentials, 
    The list screams out sustainability 
    Organic clothing and gear to shelter my skin, 
    With non-GMO nectar to satisfy my inner petals. 
 
    Ben & Jerry’s, CLIF Bars, dang sticky rice chips, all organic brands, 
    As my smile brightens with love of organic 
    Additional reusable containers and water bottles stuff my tote bags, 
    As my umbrella tugs at the reusable items all non-plastic 
 
    I pull over the wrap-around scarf shirt with ease  
    Knowing that no animals were hurt during the process, 
    The tingles of a fresh and cozy pair of organic leggings will please 
    Nothing but the accompanying bliss from the falling down of leaves. 
  
    Looking down at the maroon wonders on my feet,  
    I realize that I am standing on the naked Avalon park floor 
    No wonder they said that nature can help your mind and soul meet  



   For now this destination has become my destiny. 
 
   To touch or not to touch, the answer is very clear  
   I must leave nature to its course 
   And should not fear  
   The path which lies ahead of me 
 
   No waste left here, the park is left clean  
   My reusable containers will be used to pack the seen 
   The cute creatures and precious plants I see 
   Will now be continuing their day at ease  
 
   The map and compass are now holding hands, 
   A couple that makes me the third-wheel on every trip 
   They include me along in the stands, 
   To help me find which way is which. 
 
   My legs are shaking a bit now,  
   I feel energized by my surroundings   
   Despite the fatigue from lack of morning caffeine, 
   And already making the shift over to organic teas. 
 
  The soothing aroma from my soul patching up with my mind and body,  
  The blessings from all around me, 
  This path that I continue to walk,  
  Once a planned destination, has now become my destiny. 
 



 
 
     
    


